WHAT THIS SUPPLEMENT IS ABOUT
As of 2004, EPCs had produced more than 100 evidence reports. They learned much from this experience. They worked with many groups to formulate questions relevant to users and decision makers. They learned about specialized bibliographic sources other than MEDLINE, EMBASE, and the Cochrane Library. They used critical appraisal skills to evaluate diverse literature and various types of studies. They sometimes found existing techniques for conducting systematic reviews to be inadequate and had to explore new ways of summarizing or presenting information.
Thus, over the past decade, EPCs accumulated a wealth of knowledge about conducting systematic reviews and compiling evidence reports. In this supplement, they share with readers some of the most difficult methodologic challenges that they faced. They give many examples to illustrate multiple approaches for addressing the challenges, and they make recommendations for future reviewers to improve processes and presentation of reviews and evidence reports.
HOW CONTENT IS ORGANIZED
Between an introductory article that presents the evolution and future of EPCs (1) and a final article that describes dissemination of EPC reports (2) are 9 articles that explicate methodologic challenges faced by reviewers. Articles address a smorgasbord of topics: complementary and alternative medicine (3); diagnostic technologies (4); health care delivery, organization, and financing (5); drug efficacy (6); economic analyses (7); educational interventions (8); assessing harms using observational studies (9); therapeutic devices and procedures (10); and assessment of treatment interventions from nonrandomized studies (11) . Each article begins with a short introduction to provide readers relevant background context. Next, authors describe a few methodologic challenges and give examples. The Table in this paper and a puzzle icon at the bottom right-hand corner of the first page of each article highlight the challenges that particular articles address. All articles end with summary recommendations for reviewers or researchers interested in improving the quality of future reviews.
WHO MIGHT BENEFIT
There are many resources to aid people interested in conducting systematic reviews (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . We hope that this supplement, packed with pragmatic examples from experienced reviewers, is a valuable addition that helps readers, reviewers, teachers, and decision makers become more familiar with the processes and challenges of preparing highquality systematic reviews.
